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Leverage Google Tools And Become An Online Sensation "DIRECT AN
AVALANCHE OF TRAFFIC TO YOUR WEBSITE! GENERATE MORE LEADS THAN EVER BEFORE!
BOOST YOUR CONVERSION RATE! SEE YOUR COFFERS EXPLODE! EARN $1000 A DAY, JUST
SITTING AT HOME! UNLEASH THE POWER OF GOOGLE TOOLS." Leverage the power of Google to
succeed in your online business! See your website getting flooded with potential buyers by simply using
Google tools to your best advantage! et Your Website Listed On The First Page Of Google A research
conducted by the NPD Group proved that the top 30 results displayed on the search engine result page
get more than 90 of the traffic and the top 10 results attract almost 80 more traffic than those between the
11th and 30th position! So, how would you feel if you could get your website on the top 30 results, or
even better, on the top 10 resultsand that too with just the click of a button? Surprised? Know how to use
the various Google tools and make your marketing endeavor a huge success. * Use Google sitemaps to
instantly place newly-created pages on the website in the Google Search Index * Learn Google Analytics,
determine the direction of your visitor flow and design successful online campaigns * Do not remain
dependent on SEO companies to generate revenues for you. Plan your SEO strategies that work best for your online business. * Get notified by Google Alerts, keep track of your online activities and monitor your Internet business interest * Promote your products, study your market and analyze the price structure offered by your competitor all this through Google Froogle * Log on to Google eBlogger, offer detailed information of your product or service, interact with people and attract qualified traffic to your website * Use Google Groups to create business networks with targeted customers * Monetize your website content, keep yourself up-to-date about keywords being bid upon and find out the limit to which advertisers are ready to pay by participating in Google Adsense program * Optimize your adwords cost with relevant, targeted ad campaigns and achieve an above-normal visitor conversion ratio * Get a deeper insight into techniques of generating search engine optimized content * Enjoy huge volumes of traffic, increase your sales and quickly become a competitor to reckon with Establish Yourself as a Brand Name with Google Tools to Help Marketers Succeed Get rich quickly for FREE! Do not rely on self-claimed experts. BECOME an expert yourself! Catch the attention of search engine users, gear them to your website and convert them into long-term clients! Grow your contact list, add BIG INDUSTRY NAMES to your clientele. Learn some crucial tricks and tips and give a massive fillip to your marketing career. Leave your days of dreaming of success behind you its time to TASTE it! Ensure a steady cash flow even when you are out holidaying with your family! See your treasury go green with dollars within a month. Buy your dream house and the car you always admired in magazines. Make your family proud of you. You lose NOTHING only GAIN with the 100 Money Back Guarantee

================================ Yes can be sold Yes can sell resale rights or master resell rights You can add the product into your product bundle or package and sell for a higher price Yes can be added to a paid membership site You CAN give the product away for FREE You CANNOT offer the product as a bonus to another product you are selling. However, you can offer other bonuses to this product when selling You CANNOT sell the product on auction sites such as eBay.com You CANNOT use nor sell this product in a dime sale event, under any circumstances at all. An event that constitutes a dime sale is one whereby the product starts selling at a very low price and increases every dime after a certain time frame or with every purchase using the dime sale script
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